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Energy Balancing Sprays
for humans and other animals.

Beneficial for travelers, service providers, computer users,
those who are sensitive to environmental influences
including sound, electricity, allergens and emotions of
others.
Support for anyone who experiences stress. Assists those
who work in public or group environments.
Provides energetic balance of space and self in meeting
rooms, offices, homes, at the beginning or end of the day,
before and after travel, medical experiences or at any time.
Create sacred space where ever you are.
Non-toxic. Great for pets and children too. Can be sprayed
on or around dogs, horses and other large animals, on pet
beds, in carriers and in the environments of all animals.
Safe to use in the environment, around cages, in carriers or
lightly on bedding of smaller animals.
Avoid spraying in anyone’s eyes.
Made in harmony with Nature. The four seasons sprays
assist during any personal or planetary change and cycle.
Annually updated, each can be used in any season.
Energetically enhanced with Reiki and blessed in the spirit
of well-being.
Contents: distilled spring water, organic, pure essential oils,
flower, gem, environmental and other vibration essences.
To use- lightly mist above head, in front of self, or in center
and perimeters of room.
Custom Spray Blends – Intuitively created to support your
or your animal’s unique energetic balance and delight the senses.
2 fl. oz. $50
Custom, Unscented Essence Blend .5 ml. in dropper bottle $20
To order and for additional information including wholesale
orders
Polly(at)PollyLazaron(dot)com. or call 434.960.3272
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Autumn- woodsy, earthy, a wisp of spice blend of Basil, Bergamot,
Cedar, Lovage leaf and Orange. Focusing, comforting, grounding,
ease and self nurturing.
2 fl. oz. $10
Buffering- hints of the forest with Birch, Bergamot, Frankincense, and
Vetiver. Support for emotional boundaries, aura integrity, energy
hygiene and cushioning from environmental influences. Stabilizing,
protective, encouraging, grounding and enhances self-esteem.
2 fl. oz. $10/ 4 fl. oz. $ 18
Clearing - lush scents of African Bluegrass, Lemongrass, Sage,
Lavender and Vetiver. Frees us from energetic static, overload and
residue. Dispels confusion, uplifts, calms and balances on all levels.
For space and personal clearing.
2 fl. oz. $10/ 4 fl. oz. $18
Creative- lives up to its name with an exotic blend of Bay Laurel,
Bergamot, Cardamom, Coriander, Frankincense, Mandarin and Orange.
Inspiration, creative expression and inspired action. Layers well with
Sovereignty.
2 fl. oz. $10
Free Zone- zesty scents of Cedarwood, Galbanum, Geranium, Lemon,
Lemongrass, Patchouli, Pine and Tea Tree. Repellant to insects and
encourages relief of stress regarding our bug brothers and sisters. For
indoor and outdoor use. 2 fl. oz. HDPE plastic spray bottle $8.00/
flip-top HDPE refill 8 fl. oz. $24
Renewal- refreshing blend of Frankincense, Rosemary, Angelica and
Bergamot. Revitalizes, strengthens, uplifts, focuses and grounds.
2 fl. oz.
$ 10
Solace- Distinctive scents of Clary Sage, Marjoram, Lemon and
Spikenard. An exquisite blend for comfort, stress relief and easing
grief. Promotes resolution, perseverance and calmness. 2 fl. oz $10
Sovereignty- spicy, woodsy, slightly citrus blend of Bergamot, Roman
Chamomile, Atlas Cedarwood, Pink Grapefruit, Galbanum and
Lavender. Encourages peace of mind and feeling free. 2fl.oz. $10
Spring- enlivening, freeing, focusing scents of Clary Sage,
Frankincense, Geranium, Juniper, Lemon, Neroli and Spruce. Uplifting,
revitalizing and earthy fruitfulness.
2 fl. oz. $10
Summer- uplifting as seeing the stars on a clear, cool summer night, the
scents of Basil, Frankincense, Geranium, Pink Grapefruit and Rosemary
refresh, gently energize, and encourage joy. Confidence, focus and
inspired completion. Steadiness during rapid growth, change, heated or
damp experiences. Layers well with Clearing.
2 fl. oz.
$10
Winter- vibrant, warming, and encouraging scents of Bergamot, Clary
Sage, Frankincense, Palmarosa, Pine and Rhododendron. Trust,
assurance, hope, patience and joy as we allow the new to come forth.
2 fl. oz
$10

